WorldCare
TRAVELER

Onsite medical appointments, care
coordination and discounts.

When time is of the essence and you need an in-person medical
appointment at a high-quality medical institution where do you turn?

Unique features

How it works

• Care coordination including
arranging hospital admission,
physician referrals, transportation
and translation.
• Financial management including
access to discounted rates,
or negotiation on your behalf,
claim handling/auditing and bill
reconciliation.
• Access to concierge services upon
request (additional charges apply).

Step 1

Benefits

WorldCare can help

The WorldCare TRAVELER service provides members personalized
assistance in selecting a high-quality medical institution and
coordinating the onsite visit for you.

Call WorldCare to initiate the service.

Step 2

Your WorldCare Care Consultant assists you in selecting an
							 appropriate facility and physician based on your condition
							 and needs, costs, location preferences and the availability
							 of services.

Step 3		 Once you select the facility and physician, we coordinate the

							 appointment, manage the financial aspects of your visit (for a
							 percentage-of-savings fee) and support you throughout
							 your visit.
“It was comforting to have constant communication with WorldCare and to
know that they were procuring all of the information, reports and material.”
– Jordan Newman, WorldCare Member

For more information, please call WorldCare
or visit www.worldcare.com

Convenience
• WorldCare takes the worry out
		 of the situation by giving you the
		 information you need to choose
		 the best facility and by
		 coordinating the rest.
Reassurance
• You can concentrate on
		 your wellness, knowing that
		 your appointment, travel
		 needs and additional support is
		 all coordinated on your behalf.
Service
• WorldCare supports you all the
		 way by ensuring you have what
		 you need during and after your
		visit.
Simplicity
• One-stop service includes
		 arranging all financial details so
		 you can focus on your health.
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For more than 22 years we have been committed to improving the quality of health care worldwide by
maximizing timely, efficient and strategic access to the world’s best health care. We have leveraged our
award-winning capabilities and revolutionary technology to provide unparalleled service and expertise.
Nimble and efficient, we offer customized services to meet the unique needs of our clients and members
worldwide.
We deliver highly-specialized, personalized services by leveraging our unique contractual relationship
with the WorldCare Consortium® institutions, as well as relationships with other high-quality clinicians
and medical institutions globally. We pioneered the multi-disciplinary, multi-institutional second opinion
process in 1994 and have come a long way over the past twenty years, while continuing to be the leader
in global health care solutions.
With operations worldwide, our services are available through employers, health plans and insurers and
cover the full continuum of care. Through our unique relationship with top-ranked hospitals, we are able
to provide services ranging from answering basic medical questions, confirming diagnosis, providing
treatment plan guidance and much more.

For more information, please call WorldCare
or visit www.worldcare.com
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